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摘要 
微 機 電 系 統 傳 感 器 可 以 為 外 部 環 境 感 
知 系 統 提 供 一 種 微 型 元 件 。 由 于 在 實 際 應 
用 中 這 種 微 型 傳 感 器 需 要 與 數 據 處 理 設 備 
連 接 和 包 裝 ， 因 此 通 常 這 種 傳 感 系 統 的 實 
際 尺 寸 要 微 型 感 知 元 件 本 身 大 許 多 。 同 時 
這 種 連 接 也 阻 礙 了 微 機 電 傳 感 器 在 絕 緣 環 
境 下 〔 比 如 人 體 上 〕 的 應 用 。 由 于 微 機 電 
系 統 與 集 成 電 路 在 製 作 過 程 中 存 在 相 容 性 
， 因 此 為 這 種 微 型 傳 感 器 提 供 了 一 種 與 無 
線 信 號 傳 输 電 路 製 造 成 一 體 的 潛 力 ° 在 本 
文 中 ， 我 們 研 究 了 微 機 電 傳 感 系 統 無 線 傳 
输 數 據 的 可 行 性 ° 我 們 還 討 論 了 如 何 用 內 
置 于 梁 中 的 微 機 電 壓 力 傳 感 器 對 負 載 變 化 
引 起 梁 的 應 力 變 化 進 行 測 量 ° 通 過 實 驗 我 
們 證 明 了 用 這 種 無 線 方 式 可 以 從 内 置 的 微 
型 傳 感 器 獲 取 3 5 0 g - 7 5 0 g 的 應 力 數 據 。 
Abstract ofthesis entitled 
MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) sensors provide 
miniature sensing components for the environmental sensing systems. 
Due to the packaging and physical connections between MEMS sensors and 
the data processing devices, the actual size of the sensing systems can be 
significantly larger than the micro sensing components. The physical 
connections also hinder the application of MEMS sensors on isolated 
environments such as the human body. The compatibility of MEMS with 
Integrated Circuit (IC) fabrication processes will allow the future 
development of MEMS sensors with wireless signal transmission circuits 
on a single substrate. In this thesis, we investigated the feasibility of 
wireless transmission of the MEMS sensing system. The stress 
measurement of a loaded structure using an embedded MEMS pressure 
sensor was presented. And then we demonstrated those stress data 
(loading) could be collected from the embedded sensor wirelessly, ranges 
from 350 to 750g linearly. 
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There has been a great deal of research about of MEMS in the past 
� two decades since it allows us to create micro-structures and explore the 
micro-world. Nowadays, IC technology has matured to a stage where we 
can fabricate and implement millions of transistors on a single chip. In the 
same way, this technology can be applied to the fabrication of mechanical 
structures on a silicon substrate. The micro sensors, actuators and motors 
can be minimized successfully to orders of microns in scale. Many people 
now speculate that these miniature structures will revolutionize our lives in 
the next millennium. 
Even reduction of the size of MEMS sensor, electronic packaging 
should be the one of difficulties in the application of the MEMS sensor. 
Usually, the bonding pads of a MEMS sensor are small, as almost 250^im x 
250pm in size. It definitely limits the application of conventional connecting 
methods for macro systems. Interfacing the sensor with measuring devices, 
physical-connecting wires by wire bonder and packing must be added to 
the sensor. Thus the actual size of the measuring systems will be increased. 
The packing will hinder the applications of the MEMS sensor in many 
fields. In this dissertation, we are trying to explore the possibility of 
integrating the MEMS sensor with the wireless transmission directly. The 
wireless transmission circuit design, implementation and experiment verify 
will be discussed later. 
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Moreover, another issue will be discussed in this dissertation is the 
embedded MEMS axial stress sensor. Sometime the measurement of the 
axial stress is in need. Conventionally, the axial stress of a structure is 
measured by strain gauge or embedded fiber. However both of them is not 
IC compatible. Therefore, we are trying to design an axial stress sensor by 
applying the MEMS technology. The embedded sensor can integrate with 
the wireless transmission circuit and applied in many applications, such as 
the implanted patient monitoring system in human body and the stress 
measuring system for space robot arm. 
Literature survey 
Many researchers are trying to integrate MEMS sensors with 
wireless transmission circuitry [l][2] [3][4][5][6], since high-quality 
integrated wireless sensors do not exist on the commercial market yet [1 
and the integral products will provide a convenient monitoring system for 
the environment. Dr. Kaihham J. Gabriel at Electronics Technology Office 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency [5] has expressed the idea of 
LWIM (Low Power Wireless Integrated Microsensors) in one of his 
presentation. LWIM is a micropower, distributed, autonomous and 
wireless microsensor network with signal processing decision capability. It 
is a single-chip RF transceiver integrated with sensors, including optimized 
and integrated RF components. It can apply on battlefield awareness, 
situational awareness, environmental monitoring and biomedical 
monitoring. Furthermore, C. Hierold [6] also proposes to integrate their 
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implantable pressure sensor with a telemetric unit. Therefore, the signal of 
the implanted sensor can be transmitted out of the human body from an 
isolated region. 
UCLA is doing the research on the integration of their 
aerodynamic sensors with a self-implemented wireless transmitting 
circuits. Several transmitting methods have been tried, such as the 
analogue transmission by MC2833 (produced by Motorola) and digital 
transmission by using a 12-bits ADC and digital transmitting chip. As 
these circuits are prototype circuits, the size of the circuits are too large 
when compared with the sensor. Besides, the encoding method for the 
digital transmission is also too complicated [7]. Instead of using the 
analogue transmission and the 12-bits ADC encoding method, a digital 
transmission chip with a voltage-to-frequency converter is applied as the 
encoder in this dissertation. 
When we want to measure the strain on a clamped structure, 
strain gauges are one of the traditional method [8]. The strain gauges 
detect the stain changes by measuring the resistance changes of the 
piezoresistor. However, the strain gauges need some "glue" to attach the 
strain gauges on the structure therefore the strain gauge cannot be 
fabricated on a single chip with wireless transmission circuit as MEMS 
sensor. Another method to measure the strain is the optical fibre Bragg 
grating sensors. Fibre Bragg gratings are used to detect changes in their 
reflection wavelengths when they are strained or subjected to temperature. 
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But the fibre Bragg gratings cannot be integrated with simple wireless 
transmitting circuit on a single chip. Besides, the fibre Bragg is temperature 
dependent, and therefore the relation between the temperature and the 
wavelength shift should be known first for the calibration of the sensor 
9][10]. The Wheatstone bridge configuration of the piezoresistors discuss 
in this dissertation is one of the method to eliminitate temperature effect on 
the sensor. 
Project overview 
This project is divided into three major components: Sensors itself. 
Encoding and Decoding Circuit, and the Wireless Transmitting Circuit 
Implementation. 
RF^ 
y ^ y 
~ > — � L _ > — 
Sensor EtKoding Transmitter Receiver Decoding Interface& 
circuit circuit Computer 
Figure 1-1 Block diagram ofthe whole project. 
In the following chapters of this dissertation, each of the components 
will be discussed in detail. The feasibility of the wireless embedded MEMS 




To investigate a physical phenomenon, a suitable sensor should be selected 
to convert the physical phenomenon to a measurable format for detection. An 
applied loading in a clamped structure was investigated using a conventional strain 
gauge and a MEMS sensor pressure. 
2.1. Background 
2,1.1. Piezoresistive effect 
Piezoresistivity is defined as the material property where the bulk 
resistivity is influenced by the mechanical stress applied to the material. 
Usually, change of electrical resistance occurs when the material is 
mechanically deformed. This phenomenon is so called piezoresistive effect 
[ll][13]. 
2.1.1.1. E ffective diffused piezoresistive coe fficient: 
In silicon technology, piezoresistor is formed by doping element 
deposited on or implanted into the silicon substrate of opposite doping 
concentration and then a piezoresistive layer of typically 0.5 to 3 ^m is 
obtained. There is a doping profile along the junction depth, the effective 
diffused piezoresistive coefficient is: 
j j 
71 - \7r{z)T{z)dz/ ]r{z)dz (Equation 2.1) 
0 0 
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where j is the junction depth and x is the conductivity. If the thickness of 
the diffused layers are thinner than that of the substrate, the stresses in the 
layer can be considered to be independent of the depth. Hence the 
piezoresistance coefficient can be expressed as a function of the surface 
concentration only. It has been shown that the piezoresistance coefficient 
decreases as the doping concentration increases. 
2.1.1.2. Temperature dependence of the piezoresistance coefficient: 
It has also been shown that the piezoresistance coefficient decreases 
as the temperature is increased, so the piezoresistance coefficient depends 
on the doping concentration and the temperature [ll][12'. 
2.1.2, Wheatstone bridge 
The resistive bridge circuits are commonly used with strain gauges, 
piezoresistive pressure transducers and other sensors when immunity 
against environmental factors is required. Wheatstone bridge circuits are 
popular and very effective implementations of the ratiometric technique. A 
basic circuit is shown in Figure 2-1. Impedance Z may be either active or 
reactive, it can be simple resistances like piezoresistive gauges, capacitors 
or inductors. The impedance of resister, ideal capacitor and inductor is R, 
l/2nfC and lnfL, respectively. The bridge output voltage is represented by: 
f z z ^ 




^ ^ ^ ^ 2 V0 
# 
Figure 2-1 Schematic diagram ofWheatstone bridge. 
The bridge is in the balanced state under the following condition: 
Z z 
^ = 令 (Equation 2.3) 
Z2 Z4 
When it is the balanced condition, the output voltage Vo is zero. If 
one of the impedance changes, the bridge will become imbalance and the 
output voltage will go in either positive or negative direction. To 
determine the bridge sensitivity with respect to each impedance, partial 
derivatives may be obtained from equation 2.2: 
¾ ' = I ^ ¾ " - ^ ( E q u - n 2 . 4 ) 
^^OUt _ ^1 T/ 
1 ^ 二 一 ( Z i + � ) 2 � < (Equation 2.5) 
^Kut = Z4 
~ ^ “ (Z3+Z4)2 "y (Equation 2.6) 
^ = ^ _ V , 
aZ4 一 （Z3+A)2 ref (Equation2.7) 
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By summing these equations, we obtain the bridge sensitivity: 
^ = ^ 2 ^ i - ^ i ^ 2 一 Z , ^ 3 - Z 3 ^ 4 (Equation 2.8) 
K (Z1+Z2)2 (Z3+Z4)2 
A closer examination of the above equation shows that only the 
adjacent pairs of impedance (i.e., Zi and Z2, Z3 and Z4) should be identical 
in order to achieve the ratiometric compensation (such as the temperature 
stability, drift, etc.). It should be noted that impedance in the balanced 
bridge does not have to be equal, as long as a balance of ratio is satisfied. In 
many practical circuits, only one impedance is used as a sensor, thus for Zi, 
the bridge sensitivity becomes:[14] 
^ ^ = ^ (Equation 2.9) 
K 4Zi � 4 ) 
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2.2. Strain Gauge 
A strain Gauge (Figure 2-12) is a resistive elastic sensor which has 
its resistance as a function of the applied strain (unit deformation). Since 
force must be applied to cause deformation, hence, resistance is related to 
the applied force. [12 
讓 
• • • : ： 僅 誠 
_ _ . : 麵 . : : : : 穩 : _ 
|^P- -U^K. l^^^^i iLt : !k»4. i^ i^^ . i^ 
Figure 2- 2 Photo of a strain gauge. 
Typically, for metallic wires, the gauge factor ranges from 2 to 6, but 
monocrystalline silicon has a higher piezoresistivity, which is between 40 
and 200. In order to examine the performance, we have done the 
experiment of the strain gauge on a clamped structure [11]. 
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2,2,L Experimental setup for strain gauge 
We attached the strain gauges on the structure as shown in Figure 2-
3. The strain gauge is placed in a perpendicular orientationrelative to the 
applied load. Therefore, gauge 1 can function as the sensor to detect the 
strain in x-direction and the gauge 2 can function as a reference sensor for 
temperature compensation. 
r ^ . v . . ： „ ："—"-” . ^ J # d r ^ 
^ - - ’ “、、： Vn.^/"^?-'1 
^ ^ ^ 〒 2 〜 ) , : 、 : , 广 、 班 多 嫩 1 
: : • . • : : A ; r H : � - � > \ 參 _ 
^ m M M 
| ^ | ^ B K P V i 
^ ^ ^ 1 
Figure 2- 3 The structure for the strain to attach on. 
^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ e d structure 
' ^ ^ m - -
m M J ^ 
m^^^^^^SmM 
H H ^ M H H H B l l t f B I ^ ^ H H I 
• ^ ^ B H H I ^ H H H H 
Figure 2- 4 Setup ofthe experiment 
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To apply the stress on the clamped structure, we have hung weights 
on the clamped structure and measured the strain on it. The strain gauge is 
attached on a designated position in order to maximize the deformation, 
which is the narrowest portion of the structure. The structure is modeled 
as a simple beam and the experiment results also prove those assumptions. 
2,2,2, Position of the strain gauge 
Two strain gauges is attached on the structure in order to form a half 
Wheatstone bridge to eliminate the temperature and drift effect. 
l ^ i ^ ^ ^ K F " “ Gauge 1 
^ H 
| m | | | | | | [ ^ ^ m F ^ , ^ Wires to the half 
^ ^ l ^ ^ l ^ m i l ^ ^ ^ ， bridge circuit 
Figure 2-5 The halfWheatstone bridge configuration. 
f Vc 
- < ^ / ^ ½ ; ^ 
K ^ 
G a t g e 2 X ^ ^ v / Z 4 Vo 
4 
Figure 2- 6 Circuit for the halfbridge configuration. 
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The two-strain gauges are perpendicular to each other since the 
stress produces significant effect on the longitudinal direction only. 
Therefore, the strain gauge, which aligns with the direction of the beam 
(gauge 1), functions as a strain sensor and gauge 2 functions as a reference 
sensor. 
2.2,3. Selection of the value for the resistor to complete the bridge 
As we need four impedance to complete the bridge, we need to add 
more two resistors to complete the ratiometric circuit. The value of the two 
resistors should be similar. In order to minimize the power dissipated on 
the bridge circuit, the value of the two resistors should be as large as 
possible, about lOkQ. To adjust the bridge to have a zero basis, we can 
replace one of the resistor, say Z3, by a variable resistor so as to eliminate 
the bias resistance difference between the two sensors. 
Remark: 
Results of loading the weight on the clamped structure is shown in 
Figure 2-7. The output value is shown in frequency since we use the 
voltage to frequency converter as the ADC (Analogue to Digital Converter). 
The details of the converter will be discussed in the later chapters. 
From the linear plot below, we notice that the strain gauge is suitable 
to function as a sensor to measure the stress on a clamped structure, since it 
shows a good linearity. However, it is non-IC compatible that it is difficult 
to be combined with an integrated circuit to fabricate on a single chip. 
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Freq. Received Vs the Applied Load 
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Figure 2-7 Experimental result ofthe hanging weight experiment. 
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2.3. Pressure sensor 
2.3.1. Structure of pressure sensor die 
The two essential components that are required for a pressure sensor 
die are the plate (membrane) and the detector, which responses to the 
applied force F (Figure 2- 9). The pressure sensor die we have investigated 
was as: fabricated sensor from Lucas NovaSensor. The silicon diaphragm 
pressure sensor consists of a tiny silicon diaphragm as an elastic material 
and piezoresistive gauge resistors made by diffused impurity into the 
diaphragm [15]. If pressure is applied on the pressure die, the diaphragm 
will be deflected (Figure 2-10). By the elongation of the piezoresistor we 
can get the value of the applied force on the die. The pressure die used in 
our experiments is shown in Figure 2-8. 
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• ^ • ” : : . | ^ j ^ ^ : : : ! 
^ ^ M m | t e | 
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mKmBK^^^^ ^ ' ' ' J H H r ' < ^ '* <、‘：‘, 
^ S B E g a p g M l f'^''“ :々 ,二磁 
^ H H H H H i i i H B ^ I _ w " V c � v " > / � = v � � n-：^ 
Figure 2- 8 The Pressure sensor die. 
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The coordinates is defined 
^ j^  ^ refer to the direction along 
the piezoresistor 
• 「 ” , 了 一 卞 二 ： ’ 八 1: Longitudinal direction 
‘‘‘ � , , T � ；： I\ along the piezoresistor 
Z —"[^，) ‘、\ «^  j 2 
丨 ’ ； f .； ‘ V. t : Transverse direction 
• 1' :-5 , . ― ： over the piezoresistor 
A f;- = A 
A ^ A 
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Figure 2- 9 Cross section ofthe pressure sensor. 
R : Original resistance of the piezoresistor 
7[^ AR : Change of resistance due to the stress 
^^ ^^ 2^ v � aj : Stress along the longitudinal direction of the piezoresistor 
i ^ ^ ^ cJt : Stress along the transverse direction of the piezoresistor 
• _ _ L A p p l i e d Vb : Supply voltage for the bridge 
\ N ^ pnelure ( P ) 欧 : V o l ^ e change of the bridge 
\ t X B s W - ^ r 1 ^11 : Piezoresistance coefficient 1 
\ ^ " ^ ' j ^ ' ^ f P f . ： � � ^ r 7Uj2 : Piezoresistance coefficient 2 
l V ^ K t4-'_ 5^- - ¾ ¾ 71^ 4 : Piezoresistance coefficient 3 
^ " ^ ¾ 
Deflected—^ ^ ^ ^ 
diaphragm ^ ^ 
under 
pressure 
Figure 2-10 Schematic diagram when the die is under pressure. 
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2,3,2. Modeling of the pressure sensor die 
2.3.2.1. The Structural Model (Stress change as afunction of applied pressure to 
the membrane) 
For a rectangular plate, as all the edges are fixed, uniform stress will 
be distributed over the entire plate and the max stress (a) will occur at the 
center of the edge, which is: 
Maxa = 一 0 .誦户办 ' [ 1 8 ] (Equation 2.10) 
t^ 
Where P = Applied pressure 
b = length of the plate 
t = Thickness of the plate 
Hence, 
P o c a 
Therefore, we can measure the applied pressure by 
measuring the stress on the piezoresistor which locate at the center 
of the edge of the plate (Figure 2- 9). 
2.^.2.2. Modeling of the piezoresistor 
The Wheatstone Bridge Configuration: 
In a general design of a sensor, four piezoresistors are used to form a 
Wheatstone bridge as shown below: 
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Figure 2-11 The piezoresistor on the pressure die. 
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D)e dimensions (WxLxH}: 2.5 mm X 2,5 mm X 2.0 mm 





Figure 2-13 Schematic diagram ofthe pressure sensor [191. 
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The four resistors are employed to measure stresses in different 
directions. The resistors are placed in strategic locations where the change 
of piezoresistance of the first two resistors are always opposite of the other 
two. For instance, for membrane sensors, two piezoresistors can be placed 
parallel to opposite edges of the membrane, and the other two are 
perpendicular to the other two edges. When the membrane is bent 
downwards, causing tensile stress on the membrane surface at the edges, 
the parallel resistors are under lateral stress, and showed a decrease in 
resistance, while the perpendicular one are under longitudinal stress and 
showed an increase in resistance. 
The Wheatstone bridge configuration has some distinct advantages. 
It converts the resistance change directly to a voltage signal. The relation 
between AV and AP is: 
AV = - V (Equation 211) 
R b 
where R: is the zero-stress resistance and Vb is the bridge supply 
voltage. 
The pressure sensitivity (S) is defined as: 
S = ^ J L = M l (Equation 2.12) 
一 AP Vb 一 AP R 
For constant bridge voltage: 
S = ^ ^ 4 4 ( ^ / - q ) (Equation 2.13) 
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For constant bridge current: 
S = ^ ^^44 (^i - q ) [13] (Equation 2.14) 
2.3.3, Alternative application of the pressure sensor die 
Pressure die were built to measure the force (pressure) applied 
perpendicular to the membrane of the pressure sensor die as before. In this 
project, however, we will consider another method to apply the force to the 
sensor. An embedded sensor will be investigated on a clamped structure 
instead. So, the force we measured is the axial stress, which is parallel to the 
direction of the beam. 
The pressure sensor die detects the force by measuring the 
resistance chance due to the deformation of the piezoresistor. Therefore we 
are considering to deform the piezoresistor by applying a longitudinal force 
(Figure 2- 14). 
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Figure 2-14 Deformation ofthe sensor membrane 
ifa longitudinal force is applied. 
2.3.3.1. Experiment on the structure by apply the force longitudinally 
The following structure is used to apply the stress on the sensor die: 
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Figure 2-15 The structure for applying the stress to the die longitudinally 
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Figure 2-16 Experimental setup for the pressure sensor 
We have hung the weight on the structure and measure the AV from 
the bridge circuit similar to the experiment for the strain gauge. 
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Figure 2-17 The sensor die with the bonding wire. 
The connecting aluminum bonding wires provide the interface for us 
to measure the resistance of piezoresistor. It allows us to collect the voltage 
output of the bridge circuit by the measuring devices. 
Several experiments have been carried out and the results are shown 





The transmission of sensor signal to data processing circuit is often 
simply established by wires. Although wires have a very broad bandwidth 
and they are easily for use, there are certain drawbacks. First of all, wires 
take some space. They are heavy and establish a physical connection 
between the sensor and the measurement device. In some applications, 
physical connection may not be possible, for instance, the physical 
connection for medical sensor inside human body may cause wound for 
patients. Therefore, a wireless transmission system was introduced for the 
sensor data acquisition [7 . 
As the MEMS sensor is compatible with the IC process, the 
integration of MEMS and the wireless transmission circuit on a single chip 
can potentially provide a miniature, convenience and marketable stand-
alone sensing system. 
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3.2. Analogue Transmission 
To transmit a signal through Radio Frequency (RF) is a traditional 
method for transmission. A RF system is simply a system for relaying data 
from one point to another via radio transmission, rather than a point to 
point via wire connection. Some basic functions are performed by radio 
transmission system upon the data. 
1. Regulate the signal to suitable voltage level 
2. Covert (encode) the data into a format suitable for transmission 
3. Transmit the formatted data 
4. Receive the formatted data 
5. Re-covert (decode) the data back into its original (or usable) 
format 
For the analogue transmission we transmit the modulated 
data continuously with the original waveform, and the raw data is 
collected after the demodulation. In the market, there exists some 
well-defined wireless monolithic integrated circuit such as MAX2402 
(produced by MAXIM), MC2833 (produced by Motorola) and so 
forth [16]. 
In this thesis, we have investigated the following chips: 
• Transmitter MC2833 (Motorola) 
• Receiver MC13135 (Motorola) 
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3.2.1. Transmitter (MC2833) 
The MC2833 is a one-chip FM transmitter subsystem designed for 
cordless telephone and FM communication equipment. It includes a 
microphone amplifier, voltage controlled oscillator and two auxiliary 
transistors. MC2833 can work with frequencies of 49.7MHz, 76MHz and 
144.6MHz. 
Variable v^ 
Reactance fT 可) Output L �(RF 
厂 _ f Osc Decoupling Li. Jll * Modulator r^  ^ RF Input Li_ ifJ Output 
MicAmp� 7^Tr2 Output Li jiJ Base 
Mic Amp r^  77|Tr2 Input Li_ iil Emiter � ~|Tr2 6nd [^  ijJ Colector 
E�e :E • 
Base E Z] Collector 
Figure 3-1 Pin assignment ofMC2833. 
MC2833 have the following features: 
Wide Range of operating supply (2.8 土 9.0V) 
• low drain current (Icc = 2.9mA Typ) 
• in current (Icc = 2.9mA Typ) 
• low number of external parts required 
• 士 30 dBm power output to 60MHz using direct RF output 
• +lOdB power output attainable using one-chip transistor 
amplifiers 
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Figure 3-2 Sample circuit and the corresponding component value 
with jrequency of49.7kHz f20]. 
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Figure 3- 3 Picture ofthe MC2883 transmitting circuit f7]. 
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The expected component for the transmitter is 33. Furthermore, the 
expected size is 38mm x 52mm. 
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3.2.2. Receiver (MC13135) 
The MC13135 is the second generation of single chip, dual 
conversion FM communications receivers developed by Motorola. The 
MC13135 is a complete dual conversion receiver. It includes two local 
oscillators, two mixers, a limiting IF amplifier, detector and op amp [21 . 
MC13135 
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Figure 3-4 Pin assignment for MC13135 [211. 
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Fisure 3-5 The circuit diagram for MC13135 [211. 
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3.3. Digital transmission 
Instead of transmitting the signal in time domain, we can digitalize 
the signal first. 
3.3.1. Advantage of using Digital transmission 
As the transmitted signal is distorted by noise during analogue 
transmission, such as amplitude modulation (AM), the amplitude will fade 
out when the transmitted distance increases. In this case, the signal will 
change. 
In this thesis we will investigate two sets of digital transmitters. 
They are 
1. HX2000 (Transmitter produced by RFM) 
RX2020 and RX2056 (Receiver produced by RFM) 
2. TX2 (Transmitter produced by Radiometrix) 
RX2 (Receiver produced by Radiometrix) 
3.3.2, Digital Transmitter and receiver 1 (H2000 & RX2020) 
3.3.2.1. Feature of the Transmitter 
HX2000 is a miniature transmitter module that generates an on-off 
keyed (OOK) modulation from an external digital encoder. The transmitter 
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Figure 3-6 The pin assignment ofHX2000 and the sample circuit diagram f22]. 
3.3.2.2. Feature of the Receiver 
RX2020/ RX2056 is the above corresponding receiver produced by 
RFM to work with HX2020. The carrier frequency is 916.5MHz. This 
amplifier-sequenced-hybrid (ASH) receiver is based on several leading 
edge technologies that allows outstanding performance in a small and 
simple-to-apply module. Two surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) devices are 
employed. Front-end filtering by low-loss coupled resonator SAW filter 
provides excellent selectivity. Typical sensitivity better than -80 dBm is 
achieved with no RF oscillating or regenerative circuit [22]. 
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Figure 3-7 Pin assignment and sample circuit ofRX2056�221. 
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3,3,3, Digital Transmitter and receiver 2 (TX2) 
The TX2 and RX2 data link modules are miniature PCB mounting 
UHF radio transmitters and receiver pair which enable simple 
implementation of a data link up to 40 kbit/s at distances of up to 75 meters 
in-building [23]. 
伊 4ftnm ^ 4,rat^  
L7Ji mm „^ -
18.0mm 
Radlom^lx 
RX2 UHF R^eiver 丨 
"^ n^ “^IT fI F ¥ T  ]\ \ 
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U aQ.4^mm U u U U 
l = R F I n 
： 1 1 4 5 e 7 2 = RTgnd 
3 = GD 
7 holes of 0.7 mm cBa. - _ ^ pln tp9clng 2^ mm ^ _ ^ 认 
6 = RXD 
Figure 3-8 Pin assignment and sample circuit diagram of TX2�231. 
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Figure 3-9 Sample circuit diagram ofTX2 f23]. 
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3.3.3.1. Features of the transmitter (TX2) 
• Two stage SAW controlled, FM modulated at up to 40 kbps 
• Operation from 2.2V to 6V 
3.3.3.2. Features of the receiver (RX2) 
• Double conversion FM superhet 
• SAW front end filter, image rejection 50dB 
• Supply 3.0V to 6.0V @ 13mA 
• 40kbps, -f version [23] 
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3.4. Comparison hetween the three sets oftransmitter 
3,4.1. AnalogueVsDigital 
Analogue transmission is a more direct method. It transmits signals 
in time domain. Therefore, we can directly collect the true waveform of the 
sensor signal with respect to time directly. Undoubtedly, the theory behind 
the transmitting circuit is then simpler. As a result, there is no need to add 
any converter to convert the signal to any other domain (compared with 
digital transmission). However, the signal will be influenced by noise 
during transmission. For example, the amplitude will drop during the 
transmission. Thus, the data will be affected if amplitude modulation (AM) 
is used during the transmission. 
On the other hand, digital transmission is not as easy as analogue 
transmission which is easily influenced by the environment, since all the 
signals are digitalized in a chain of Os and ls. The fading out of the 
amplitude will not affect the data if the level of decrease is not exceeding 
the threshold. Furthermore, it can provide check digit for each batch of 
data. Nevertheless, digital transmission needs some external components 
to convert the signal from time domain to another domain before 
transmission (for example, analogue to digital converter). It makes the 
circuit not as simple as an analogue transmitting circuit. 
From the above observations, the two methods of transmission 
(analogue and digital) do not show great difference. Digital transmission is 
therefore suggested instead of analogue transmission. It is because we can 
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get the sensor signal by sampling, thus the true waveform is not necessary. 
Moreover, digital transmission can minimize the influence of noise during 
the transmission. 
3.4.2, Number of components (Complexity) 
In this section, in order to minimize the size of transmitter, we 
investigate the number of components for the transmitter only. According 
to the data sheet and typical application notes supplied by the 
manufacturer, the number of various chips needed is shown below: 
Number of additional 
Chips components needed 
^“MC2833 ~ ~ 33 
HX2000 2 
TX2 1 
Table 3-1 Table ofnumber ofcomponents need for the chips. 
3.4.3, Excepted size 
Similarly, we investigated the size of different transmitters. The 
expected size for the chips is exhibited below: 
Chips The Expected Size 
^ M C 2 8 3 3 ~ 38mm x 52mm (DIP) 
HX2000 30mm x 20mm (Surface mount) 
TX2 48mm x 17.5mm x 4.5mm 
Table 3-2 Table ofthe excepted size ofthe chips. 
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3.4.4, Transmitting distance 
Chips Transmitting distance 
MC2833 “ N o data 
HX2000 3m (by experiment) 
TX2 75m (by data sheet) 
Table 3-3 Table oftransmitting distance ofthe chips. 
3.4.5, Power supply 
Chips Power supply 
MC2833 2.8V - 9.0V °°^  
HX2000 2.7V - 3.3V 
TX2 3.0V - 6V 
Table 3-4 Table ofpower supply to the chips. 
3.4.6, Conclusion 
We will employ the HX2000 and RX2020/ RX2056, since they give a 
feasible solution to our application. First of all, its number of external 
components and the excepted size is optimal among the three set of 
transmitters. Furthermore, the power-input range is between 2.7 to 3.3V, 
which is a feasible voltage for the further development of the sensor to use 
in an isolated area or human body. Although the HX2000 and 
RX2020/RX2056 cannot provide the true waveform, it is satisfactory 
enough for us to get the sampled sensor signal. It can eliminate the 
background noise due to analogue transmission. 
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3.5. The detail investigation ofHX2000 and RX2020/RX2056 
When we investigated the HX2000 and RX2020/RX2056, we found 
the following features. 
5.5.7. Transmitting distance 
By experiment, the signal can be received within a distance of 3m. 
The signal will be cut off when the signal is disturbed by a noise of certain 
level, i.e., there will be no signal when the noise is too large. 
3.5.2. Shape of the received signal 
While the transmitting frequency increases, the width of the 
received signal will decrease. When the frequency of the signal reach the 
maximum data rate, the received signal will be ambiguous and difficult to 
define. For the RX2020, the maximum base-band data rate is 20 kb/s and 
the maximum base-band rate is 56kb/s for the RX2056. Therefore, RX2056 
provides a higher base-band rate for transmission. 
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3.5.3. Orientation of the chips 
The chips are affected by orientation, especially for higher carrier 
frequency version, i.e. the HX2000 is more orientation sensitive than 
HX1002 (where HX1002 is the transmitter with transmitting frequency of 
303.825 MHz). If we want to make the transmitter less orientation sensitive, 
we should choose the lower carrier frequency version. 
3.5.4, Conclusion for the transmitter 
The HX2000 and RX2056 are suitable for our project. It provides the 
smallest circuit board and the simplest circuitry. Although the 
transmitting distance is only 3m and the signal is sensitive to orientation of 
the chip, it is suitable for our stationary data acquisition. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
ENCODING AND DECODING CIRCUIT 
4.1. Introduction 
Since we are going to use digital transmission in our project, an 
Analog-to-digital converter (A/D converter) is introduced. An A/D 
converter is a device, which transforms an analogue data, usually being a 
voltage, with an equivalent digital format [15:. 
In this project, we will investigate two types of converter: serial 
binary converter and voltage to frequency converter. 
4.2. Serial binary converter (MAX1240) 
Serial binary converter is a device used to convert analogue signals 
to binary code. It is well known that binary code is the most familiar 
method in representing integers. For an n-bits-binary-code, the least 
significant bit (LSB) has a weight of 2�(i.e., 1). The next bit has a weight of 
21 (i.e., 2). The weight is multiplied up to the most significant bit (MSB), 
which has a weight of 2n-i (i.e., 2^/2). The value of a binary number is 
obtained by adding up the weights of all nonzero bits. When the bits are 
added up, they form a unique number with value ranged from 0 to 2^-1 
[17]. 
The IC we selected for this project is MAX1240. The MAX1240 is a 
low-power, 12-bit analogue-to-digital converters (ADC) available in 8-bit 
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packages. The MAX1240 is operated with a single +2.7V to 3.6V supply. 
This device is featured with a 7.5^is successive-approximation ADC, fast 
track/hold (1.5^s), an on-chip clock as well as a high-speed, 3-wire serial 
interface. 
4.2.1. Features ofMAX1240 
• Single-supply operation: 
• +2.7V to 3.6V 
• 12-bit resolution 
• internal 1.5V reference 
• small footprint: 8-pin DIP/SO packages 
• Low power: 3.7^W (73ksps) 
• Internal track/hold 
• Internal clock 
V|)D 
u 
• j i ^^ 
*C7 I SCLK.^  
'^® E j ] SCLK _ ^ _ _ , n A n , m 
AlN E ^ , X I > M 3 CS Lii�^LJ=^L^ [ ^ ‘隱 
^^ rr MAX1240 ~1 n ,T J _ u _^ R 遍屯 MAX1241 1 >肌 ^ 口 t 
REF [ 7 H GNO -L^^!iH^ SAR ‘ 
~ 卑 ^AXi^ 
i;,5VRrrrRrNCF ： I MAXiM) 
, L M M l ! T MAX12^1 
DIP/SO = ^ 
GMD 
Figure 4-1 Pin assignment and function block ofMAX1240�241. 
Due to the presence of only one channel for the digital transmission, 
we select serial ADC instead of a parallel ADC. The MAX1240 uses an 
input track/hold (T/H) and successive approximation register (SAR) 
circuitry to convert an analogue input signal to a digital 12-bit binary code 
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output. As a result, the full-scale range for the binary code is from 0 to 2^ ^ 一 
1, i.e., from 0 to 4096. Therefore, the output binary code should be: 
y. 




n...iio -- ~ 
11,,101 -- ~ I 
/ - ^ 
I / I 
I / I i - S = V R E F - 1 1 S B 




00...011 - - 厂/ I 
00...010 -- —— I 
0 0 . . . 0 3 1 - - ~ I 
00.,.003 L_L|_I__I |J_|_I_1^ 
0 1 2 3 + �S 
IKPUTVOLTAGEfLSBs) FS 3/2LSB 
Figure 4- 2 Binary code representation f24]. 
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4,2,2, Implementation of MAX1240 
The pin assignment of MAX1240 is shown in Figure 4- 1 and the 
function of each pin is shown below: 
^ NAME FUNCTION 
1 VoD Positive supply voltage: 2.7V to 3.6V 
2 AIN Sampling analog input, OV to VREF range 
3 SHDN Three-level shutdown input. Pulling 
SHUN LOW shut the MAX1240 down to 
15 i^A (max) supply current. The 
MAX1240 is fully operational with either 
SHDN high or floating. For the MAX1240, 
pulling SHDN high enables the internal 
reference and letting SHDN float disable 
the internal reference and allows for the 
use of an external reference. 
4 REF Reference voltage for analog-to-digital 
conversion. Internal 2.5V reference output 
for MAX1240; bypass with 4.7^iF 
capacitor. 
5 GND Analog and Digital ground 
6 DOUT Serial data output. Data changes state at 
SCLK's falling edge. DOUT is high 
impedance when CS is high. 
7 CS Active-low chip selects initiates 
conversions on the falling edge. When CS 
is high, DOUT is high impedance. 
8 SCLK Serial clock input. SCLK clocks data out at 
rate up to 2.1MHz. 
Table 4-1 Pin assignment ofMAX1240 [241 
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The following is the sample circuit: 
+?.7V to ^ 3.6V- *VoD.MAX = +5.25V (MAX1?41) 
~ ~ ‘ * ‘ ‘ *M,7 i^F (MAX12'U)) 
+1 _ L O.I^F (MAX1241) 
^l/MF"[o.1^F V ^ n 
^ 全 L %) SCLK M， 
yM>DCUM 
ANALOG INPUT ^ L aiN MAX124Q ^ 2 ^ StRIAL 
OVTOVREF MAX1241 ‘ IWTERfACE 
S"UTrX)WH ^ L ^ DOUT ^ ~~»•. 
�-R-E;E-R:f^ (?E�-! ^ REF GND ^ 
； INPUT I _J_ 
](MAX1241 ONl Y) 1 丁 。 . ” 
Figure 4- 3 Sample circuit for the MAX1240 f24]. 
The circuit is controlled by three serial interfaces and the interface 
timing sequence is as shown. 
“ ‘ " ~ ^ — — v ^ … … … … 〜 ^ 丨 " ~ " ‘ ^ 
[c cu_n_rLrLFLrLrLrLFLrLrLrLPLrLTLrLPT 
;^i K SS S r ^ U U U L_l U U U U U 
":u 1 rr I~~^^ ^i^(|jX^]^||X]^]Q^13^[Mj^ _| 1 
^^ V-1 ic 
• 倘 ： 丨 H]l:"H^*fiii^|4llX:.H :)0:_"^l_ 丨 _ H * - ^ f ^ l * - C L i 
� � ^ I ‘ . K _ » ^ | ^ « _ _ ,. ^ | ^ _.:K" H —卜� 1 1 : 1 
I I i:i ?<M- I 
l^^bp.sii-^.i^l^^'^*-!^ i?.b>:wni|is ¾^¾^  •^ H~cpi.~~叫〜：广丨 
cvriF mii 1^ fcm： iiVjiv ^ ^ | 
Figure 4- 4 Time sequence for controlling the MAX1240 f24]. 
Thus an additional circuit is needed to provide the control time sequence see 
Figure 4- 4. 
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MAX1240 
Figure 4- 5 Block diagram ofusing MAX1240 as decoding method. 
The binary coded data generated by MAX1240 is a 12-bit data with 
seventeen ones as the starting bit and three zeros as the end bits. A sample 
of binary encoded signal is shown below: 
Start bit pattern 12-bit Data 
Tek apra 20ks/s 34 A ^ ^ ^ ^ x " ^ ^ 
: - • n • • ^i. - > ^ : : 
I & ^ * ^ ^ _ / - , ^ ^ ^^_^ i p i ^ •««>*__^ | w 广 ~ ^ r ^ ' ^ ^ ^ 
. z 
……• . • • . . • • • . • - … … i^ • • - • - … … 
Transmitted 
. . . . i . . . 
Signal 
g g m "x>"v"yM-"wyr>i^>/*W> «r、•、yv—vH—">"^  VwvJ ^ 」 S - w ^ ~ ^ ^~~V(~T_<ywr_^~«_(~>~s~w>prvww^wii-r<r"^  
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2 “ ^ "LAt^ _<r>*^ A^ A^^ *<CjW(^ A_yWMJL*^ *J^ ri%*_*-<V_Y" Hrt>Mi _A 卜 ,,_y**_A. ^<. . - “ , • *、〜>lVW*My<"J»*«ri^^^_/J、》_A«J" 
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Fipire 4- 6 Sample output ofMAX1240. 
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4,2,3. Method to decode the signal generated by MAX1240 
At the receiver part, there is a corresponding decoder to decode the 
signal. The signal is digitized and visualized in computer by certain 
interface. 
4.2.3.1. Method 1 (Use I/O interface card fusing 8255only)) 
8255 
11101000 111010 
• Interface • Computer 
card 
Figure 4- 7 Block diagram ofusing 8255 only. 
4.2.3.1.1. 8255 I/O interface card 
The 8255 I/O card is a programmable input/output interface with 
ISA bus for PC. It contains 48 I/O line as well as 3 independent 16-bit-
counters with count rate up to 2MHz. Furthermore all modes of operation 
are software programmable. The 8255 works with the following 3 modes: 
• ModeO: Basic Input/Output---port A, port B and port C (upper and lower) 
can be independently configured as inputs or outputs to read or hold 
static data. Outputs are registered; inputs are not registered. 
• Mode 1: Strobed Input/Output---Port A and port B can be independently 
configured as strobed input or output buses. Signals from port C are 
dedicated as control signals for data handshaking. 
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• Mode 2: Bi-directional Bws—Port A can be configured as a bi-directional 
bus with the majority of port C providing the control signals. In this 
configuration, port B can still implement mode 0 or mode 1 [25]. 
4.2.3.1.2. Control Register 
Before using the 8255, we should configure the control register of the 
8255. The control register is an 8-bit register which sets the mode and 
signal direction for the three 8-bit I/O ports. Control of the I/O ports is 
split into two groups. Group A consists of port A and the upper four bits of 
port C; group B consists of the port B and the lower lour bits of port C. 
Group A can be set to mode 0, mode 1, or mode 2, but group B can be set to 
only mode 0 or mode 1. 
If bit 7 of the control register is 1, the mode definition format is 
selected and allows control the mode and direction of the three I/O ports. 
If bit 7 is set to 0, the port C bit set/reset is selected which allows single-bit 
control of port C. The detail of the control register is referred to the data of 
8255 [25]. 
In this project, we set the control register to 10011011. It means that 
when we use Mode 0, the basic input / output for all ports should be 
assigned as input port to acquire the signal. 
If we use 8255 1 / 0 card as the decoding method, only the serial data 
can be connected, which received from the receiver, to one of the input bit 
of the 1 / 0 card. Then we may use a program to sample the serial data by 
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random sampling, which is greater than the serial data for all the time 




0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
Figure 4- 8 Sampling ofthe signal. 
4.2.3.1.3. Problem encountered 
During sampling, the CPU resource is occupied by the counting 
process. Therefore we cannot run other operations smoothly at the same 
time. If other programs are run simultaneously, the PC platform cannot 
provide fully multi-tasking work. As our counting process is very time-
sensitivity, the sampling rate cannot be kept constant and errors may occur. 
Furthermore, the sampling rate is limited. For example, if C 
language is used, the function to delay for a certain time will be delay(t), 
where t is the time for delay. The smallest value of delay time is 1ms and 
thus the maximum sampling frequency is lkHz. However, the transfer rate 
of the transmitter can reach 56kHz. Thus, we waste a lot of resources. 
Synchronization is necessary for the program, which will be 
compared with the Voltage converter and will be discussed later. 
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4.2.3.2. Method 2 (Use a shift register and buffer) 
Instead of using software to take the data bit by bit, we use a shift 
register to convert the serial data to a 16-bit-parallel-data, followed by 
latching the data to a buffer and using the 8255 I/O card to take the 2 bytes 
data in parallel. 
1 
r ^ 
8255 Shift register " T " 
~ Q ~ 
111010Q0Q _ Interface _ _ ^ & " Y ~ Computer 
card Buffer “ ^ 
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V 
Take the data by 
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” 
<^^ |^^^ >^~~ 
No 
i 
C END ) 
Figure 4-10 Flow-chart oftakim data hv shift register and buffer. 
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4.2.3.2.1. Advantage ofinethod 2 over method 1 and problem encountered 
The advantages of method 2 over method 1 are shown as follow: 
1. The accumulating error due to the counting process is minimized 
because method 2 delays for a longer time each with fewer 
repeated steps while method 1 delays for a shorter time each with 
more repeated steps. 
2. It can enhance the sampling limits since the delayed time needed is 
longer and the maximum sampling rate will be multiplied. 
3. Synchronization problem is solved as the hardware can detect the 
start bit and launch it to the buffer. Thus, the computer can collect 
the data stored in buffer at any time. 
However if method 2 is used, the implementation of the hardware will 
become more complicated. 
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4.3. Voltage-to-Frequency Converter (AD654) 
A voltage to frequency converter is a device used to convert the 
analogue signal, which may be in voltage or current, to the frequency 
domain in form of a chain of pulses. 
I 1 I 1 I I V ^ 
AD654 RFM 2020 丫 RFdataout 
V. ” 1 Freq. Sensor 乂“ Voltage to ^ ^ . , , — 
^ Transmitter 
frequency 
Figure 4-11 Block diagram ofusing AD654 as the decoding method. 
The monolithic V/F converter we are going to use is AD654, which 
is produced by the analog devices. The AD654 consists of an input 
amplifier, a precision oscillator system as well as a high current output 
stage. A single RC network is required to set up any full-scale (FS) 
frequency with maximum value up to 500kHz and FS input voltage up to 
±30V [26]. As the AD654 has a small foot print (8 pin SOIC is available) and 
the power is 5V, a small self-containing transmitter is introduced by using 
it. 
+ Vs Cy Cr -V» 
^ _ _ m _ H _ _ s _ ^ 
——^?A 
DRIVEA — OSC ~ s j 
^JT^ — \/\ 
门 ％ [ ^ 
u s m Qj 
Foui LOGK： R, +V« COMMON 
Figure 4-12 Pin assignment ofAD654 [261. 
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The AD654 can function as an ADC since it converts the analogue 
signal to frequency linearly. According to the data sheet provided by 
analog devices, the "gain" (Hz/V) or the full range is controlled by a 
simple RC network. The configuration we are going to use is a standard V-
F connection for positive input voltage (Figure 4- 13) The frequency 
V. 
output can be calculated by F,„, = (ior)(iT+i? )C (Equation 4.2) 
•V5 
(• W TO - Vs 4 30f + yUooK 
T '• “ 
~ " ® — f ^ ^ ^ ^ " : ^ n i x 40PTI0NAL1 H * n L^""""^\^^""如, osc, 
c^oMf ^ fS^ J~ MIVER _ ^ 
v ^ o — w A ^ ~ 0 — 4>v^ y^ ^ . _ � 
丫 S>~L. 拟'-rwViWTWC； 
^ r ^ 腳 
" • C ^ ^ ^ 
« P i c«i 1 
^ m TO -isv> 
Figure 4-13 Standard V-F connection for positive input voltage [26]. 
The RC network can be calculated by the following steps: 
1. Find out the maximum voltage output of the sensor (VMAx) 
2. Select the maximum frequency for the frequency converter(FMAx) 
3. Assign a value to Ci (we can also assignment to R1+R2first) 
C 
4. Calculate R1+R2by R^ + R^ = {lOV)F^^, x — 
Kn 
5. Evaluate the value of R1+R2, and adjust the value of Ci if the value of 
R1+R2 is too large or too small. 
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Figure 4-14 shows the experimental result of the AD654. The linearity 
is satisfied. The upper limit of the transmitter is also shown in the graph. 
In an ideal case, we should select the RC network to allow the full scale of 
the frequency converter close to the upper limit of the transmitter in order 
to give a higher amplification for the sensor signal. 
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Figure 4-14 Experiential result of AD654. 
4,3.1, Advantages of using AD654 as theA/D converter 
The AD654 provides a convenient and economic method for the data 
conversion. Concerning about data acquisition, it is a convenient method 
since the value of the sensor can be calculated by the approximate 
frequency (Figure 4-16). Synchronization is not necessary to be considered 
and we can take the value at any time. 
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4.3.2. Disadvantages of usingAD654 as theA/Dconverter 
However, error may occur when the frequency changes from time to 
time greatly (Figure 4-15) and some of the bits may be missed during the 
transmission. This error can be eliminated by decreasing the sampling time 
and filtered by deleting the continuity of the calculated frequency. 
• • • M i m ^ ^ M 
30 Hz 20Hz 60Hz 15Hz lOHz 5Hz 5Hz 
Figure 4-15 Estimate thefrequency at certain time interval 
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4,3,3, Method to read the frequency 
4.3.3.1. Frequency meter 
The frequency meter can be used to measure the data, for instance, 
HP5314A. 
4.3.3.2. Use the I/O interface card only 
We use the 8255 I/O port to collect the data bit by bit. By using a 
self-written programme computing the time between the consecutive logic 
one, we can estimate the frequency of the signal directly. 
8255 
1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 ‘ T , , 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 . 广 ^ 
• Interface ^ Computer 
card 
Figure 4-16 Block diagram ofusing 8255 I/O interface 
4.3.3.3. Use ICM (stand-alone universal counter) 
ICM7226A is a stand-alone integrated universal counter and LED 
display driver, which can measure frequencies from DC to 10 MHz. 
Therefore, we can take the frequency by connecting the counter input to the 
receiver output. 
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4.3.3.4. Use 89C51 (programmahle microprocessor) 
89C51 is a single chip microprocessor, it contains two counter or 
timer. By connecting the output of the receiver to the counter input, we can 
program 89C51 as the frequency meter by implementing a written 
program. 
4.3.3.5. Develop a frequency counter by using a ripple counter and 8255 
The ripple counter will be incremented by one when a positive 
upward trigger occurs. The frequency can be estimated if the time interval 
for delay is known. Therefore, we can take the counter value by 8255 as an 
interface to the computer. 
4.3.3.6. Conclusion on the methods using 
After investigating all the above methods, method 5 should be used. 
It is because the ripple counter can count the frequency up to 70MHz. 
Furthermore, the 8255 I/O card can provide a programmable interface 
between the circuit and the computer, which is a stepping stone for 
publishing the data on the Internet. 
4.4. Frequency counter [29], 
Since the digital transmission and the voltage-to-frequency analogue 
to digital encoding method are used in this project, a method must be 
found to connect the receiver and the computer for the preparation of the 
Internet data transmission. Several methods are discussed in the previous 
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section. We will discuss the detail of the implementation of a frequency 
counter by the ripple counter and 8255 interface card. 
4,4.1. Schmitt trigger NAND-gate 
Schmitt trigger NAND-gate is an IC to convert the received signal to 
a well-defined one. After the transmission, the shape of the received signal 
may be distorted (not a square wave anymore as discussed in Chapter 3). 
Therefore it is very difficult to identify and give an accurate approximation 
for the frequency, i.e. the forces applied to the structure. 
Motorola MC74F132 (Figure 4- 17) Schmitt trigger NAND-gate 
contains four 2-input NAND-gates which accepts standard TTL input 
signals and provides standard TTL output levels. They are capable of 
transforming slow changing input signals in sharply defined, jitter-free 
output signals (Figure 4-18 & Figure 4-19). In addition, they have greater 
noise margin than those conventional NAND-gates. 
Vcc A B 7 A B Y MODE S E L E C T T A B L E 
N n^  n^  nyi H [yi [yi ^i^ 
_ _ l ^ RESPONSE 
n _ ^ n _ ^ MR ^ CP 
K U J ^ L L ^ L X X Reset (Clear) 
r^ r " J " F V i f 7 V i H L X Parallel Load 
C r ^ 4 z ^ H H ~L Count 
m T I I I I I I I I I I I 7 ~ | ~ l H = HIGHVollageLevel 
I 2 I I 3 I I 4 I I 5 I I 6 I I 7 I L = LOWVollageLevel 
A B Y A B Y GND i_lH^HtoLowClockTransition 
Figure 4-17 Pin assignment and truth table ofMC74F132 [271 
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Inputed ；~^ ： • 'r^^-^ : ^^“^ ： “ r^^^ : : Ch1 Freq 5 , 4 793.7 Hz 
Signal ffl,...;L_J..;...L™«»L....:L^..-....L„^. r p f K 
Ch2 Freq ……——--..• •..……Z .... .... ： 793.8 Hz • Low slgnal :amplitude 
— + 卜 … 一 — … 卜 + 一 + 卜 一 卜 — — … - 一 、 + . … “ ；• • • i • j..——iH.+——[+.!+.j」 
Outputed ：•. •.:广、:.:._1. •:.. - _ _ ^ 7 - . : .,-:, ；•.: •.. :...,._:; 
signal 2 4 L _ L . i . L U . : . i _ U . . . r U J O 
• • • .L . . . . . 
aai、 5^ ch2 ； ‘ '<^ M;66>i^ i chi 丨.j ‘2.'2'V 
Figure 4-18 Sample output ofthe Schmitt trigger NAND-gate. 
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Tek BOg i ookS/s si Acqs M\ 
h- t T 1—.—41 W 
[•…！…•丨…丨…丨’-‘丄...’…-'!'…！.…'…>:2.2ms 
I &： 4 . 8 2 m s 
Input^ ; ^ : ^ ; ^ > v ^ J ^ : ^ ^ ^ ; 欺 滥 
signal „ : . . . . ^ v ^ : . , > v ^： . . . . . ^ X ^ ; . > ^ rpf&' 
: C f i 2 F r e q 
： . . . . ；： . . . . . . . . ： 793.5 Hz 
Low Signal 
ampl i tude 
H-*-* i ； ！ i ！ ！ I i i ! ！ I j ! !-! -|--!-t-!--!- ! ！ ！ ！ 1 +H-4-l j i ！ ！ i .f.H-! ! j ! ！ ！ i i-
Outputed ；"•.：• ••• •••• • ：• -• • ••• -3-• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •-. . . 
signal ： : j ： |:_ - j ： ： ： ： 
• • • • • 4' • • • • . 
. • • • • -r • • • • . 
： . . . . . : . . : . : . . ； . . . . . i . . : . . ‘ : . . : 
• _ _ • • i. • • 1 • • • • ‘ • —• • 
am i v' ‘ ‘ ch2 5 V . ‘ M. $6dns 丨 Chi /~"^W 
T e k a o a i l 00kS /s 47 Acqs ^ ^ 
1 【.._.:-. T 1..-——4I V 
‘ i ‘ = ‘ =~‘ ' = = i ‘ •  ’ • ! I I I I I I • ‘ ！ I I • • • — „ 
I & : 2 . 2 m s 
- 9： 4 .82ms 
Inputed : . /^^^ . : "y^ :^Y. ^^；/"^  ^ ^ : > ^ chifreq 
Signal „ — . > N ^ i X ^ — N ^ ; . X ^ £ i i l 
- Ch2 Freq 
i 787.4 HZ 
- Low signai 
I : ampl i tude 
:._H.+H.——+j.——_l.+.i..+.—^^ ".__...:..^HH'4"i^>->"f>-t i ！ ！ ！ • ！ j j ! - i - i -H 
Outputed ；- • • • ： • -p^. • • • • • .|4^i..... ： • p->™ • ： • • • -|^^: 
signal 24__iJ..:.U__^J;...fe«„^J … i . . � L J 
幽 ‘ 5 V ' ‘ • '^i " ‘‘ ’ SV: M 566|is^ chi > " i iv 
Figure 4-19 Sample output ofthe Schmitt trigger NAND-gate (cont'). 
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4.4.1.1. Experiment on Schmitt trigger NAND-gate 
A known frequency signal is transmitted to the Schmitt trigger 
NAND-gate and the transmitted one is compared with the received one. 
Transmitted frequency Received frequency % error 
~ 7 9 3 . 7 H z 793.8 Hz °^ 0.1260% ° 
25.97 kHz 25.97 kHz 0.0000% 
916 kHz 914.5 kHz 0.1638% 
787.4 Hz (Sine wave) 787.4 Hz 0.0000 % 
791.6 Hz (Triangular Wave) 793.5 Hz 0.2400% 
Table 4- 2 Experimental result ofthe Schmitt trigger logic gate 
From the above experiment, it is noticed that the Schmitt trigger 
NAND-gate provides a satisfactory performance for this project. The signal 
is stabilized successfully. The average error is about 0.10596%. 
4.4,2. Ripple counter 
The ripple counter will be incremented by one after a positive 
upward trigger. As a result, the number of pluses can be counted. If the 
period of delay is known and we assume the pulses distribution is even for 
a short period of delay, the frequency can be calculated. 
The ripple counter used in this project is the Motorola SN74LS197. 
The Motorola SN74LS197 decade counter comprises of divide-by-two and 
divide-by-eight section, which can be used to form a modulo-16 binary 
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counter. Low power Schottky technology is used to achieve typical count 
rates of 70 MHz and the power dissipation is only 80mW. 
The circuit has a Master Reset (MR) input, which overrides all other 
inputs, and asynchronously forces all output LOW. A parallel Load input 
overrides clocked operations and asynchronously loads the data on the 
Parallel Data inputs (Pn) into the flip-flops. This preset feature makes the 
circuits usable as programmable counters. These circuits can also be used 
as 4-bit latches, loading data from the Parallel Data inputs when PL is LOW 
and storing the data when PL is HIGH [28:. 
Vcc MR Q3 P3 Pi Qi CPo 1 4 10 3 11 
[u] HTi n^ [Tii r^ rTi rri i 
" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 8 — CP�AL P 0 P1 ^P 3 
6 — CPi MR Qo Qi Q2Q3 
n [^ ~|~~~~— 
I 1 I I 2 I I 3 I I 4 I I 5 I I 6 I I 7 I 
PL Q2 P2 Po Qo CPi GND 13 5 9 2 12 
Vcc = PIN 14 
GND = PIN7 
Figure 4- 20 Pin assignment and logic diagram of74LS197�281. 
In this project, the PL is pulled to high since parallel load is not 
applicable to the frequency counter. We connect the serial data to the CPo 
to program the counter as a divide-by-two counter. Furthermore, we can 
pull MR to low to reset the counter to zero. 
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4.4.3, Implementation of the counter 
Schmitt Ripple I f f ^ ' ^ ^ Computer 
,• -广广丄 jG nterface or 
tngger Counter 3 ^ard Internet 
Figure 4- 21 Block diagram ofthe frequency counters 
First, we will define two functions for the counter as the following: 
Function Description Implementation 
Gate It controls the inflow of On - allow the data Pull the Schmitt 
the serial data go into the flow trigger NAND-gate 
counter. input to HIGH 
Off _ stop the data Pull the Schmitt 
flow trigger NAND-gate 
input to LOW 
Reset It resets the value of the On - reset the Pull the MR pin of 
Counter counter to zero. counter Ripple counter to 
LOW 
Off - Continue to Pull the MRpin of 
count Ripple counter to 
HIGH 
Off- Continue to PulltheMRpin of 
count Ripple counter to 
HIGH 
Table 4- 3 Function definition and description ofthefrequency counter. 
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( start ) 
5 
Close the gate < 
• 
t No 
< ^ t a r t to c o u n t ? ^ 
Yes 
Open the gate and 
delay for t 
Continue i 
Close the gate 
5 
Take the data by 
8255 in parallel 
Y 
^ ^ " ^ Exit / ^ \ ^ 
"^^Continue7^x^ 
Exit 
C End ) 
Figure 4- 22 Flow chart ofthefrequency counter. 
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Connect the pins as following: 
74F132 74LS197 
Pin Connect to Pin Connect to 
1 Serial data in 1 Pull HIGH 
2 Gate 2 8255 I/O port 
3 Pin 8 of 74LS197 5 8255 I/O port 
7 Gnd 6 Pin5of74LS197 
14 +5V 7 G ^ 
_8 Pin3of74F132 
_9 8255 I/O port 
J 2 8255 I/O port 
13 Reset Counter 
14 +5V 
Table 4- 4 Corresponding pin connection for thefrequency counter. 
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Figure 4- 23 Circuit Diagram ofthefrequency counter (Top Layer). 
m m ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ 9 H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H ^ ^ ^ | 
^ H K H B H H I H I ^ ^ H 
^^^^^^K^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^^^^^^^^^gS^^^^^^^^^M 
mBM 
Figure 4- 24 Circuit diagram ofthefrequency counter (Bottom Layer), 
4.5. Conclusion 
We select the Analogue-to-Frequency Converter as the ADC and 
estimate the sensor signal by estimating the frequency received. 
Furthermore, the frequency counter which is built by Schmitt trigger 
NAND-gate is employed. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
INTERGATION OF THE THREE COMPONENTS 
Implementation ofthe Circuit 
The wireless MEMS sensor is obtained by integrating the previous 
three components. The printed circuit board layouts for the transmitter and 
receiver are shown below: 
< • 
38mm 
^ e o 牛 
! o ^ _ L k 
0 * 0 / • I 0 17mm 
^ O o i 8 - Q ^ 
+5V +3V GND • W m m ^ m ^ • 
Figure 5-1 The Printed Circuit Board layout oftransmitter 
(Top Layer — transmitter). ^^^ 
Figure 5- 2 The Printed Circuit Board layout oftransmitter 
(Middle Layer — isolating). 
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5 ^ = = g i ? i ^ 
• l i f ^ � 
Figure 5- 3 The Printed Circuit Board layout oftransmitter 
(Bottom Layer - encoding). 
| k | 3 8 m m 
< • � A _ 
Transmitter | 5 5 M h y | ^ S 9 B ^ ^ B ^ ^ 个 
^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ S 17mm 
,gMll‘ 
. . . . . ..,.::,.〉.. . . , . . 
•: “、... ..- • •.•/•；••••• -.. v-j>.-^ 11^ '.,....、-. • -..,.. .. •  
• . ： ,..... , • • .. • :.4^、. • . : j 
Figure 5- 4 Photo ofthe transmitter (top layer - transmitter) 
r % ; | : v t o F 
^ ^ | r / ; converter 
—a^@ 
: ^ ^ ^ E i 
S . ‘' ，、. .•• .- . .: .",:¾.--:. .-." .:: •'<:•'.,• •: •''•••:,•: -'t^ ‘ .‘:、•. . � ^ , 
. - �’ > ^ ^ 
. . 二 '• -、::'、: ::”.: . - / •:...::.:::• ―： :...(."1*..;.'.¾:'::.:¾!.^:.::^^^ ；-, .-:.-.:、：-•--〉', -• . ... . • - . - . , 
•. - .....'". +••.-: i' .-.". -•' /.:•:、.：. -'.-.•-• '-^-'', i( ,.； ？ . - .,.’-.; --,H . •：.-. .. -.-
；； ...,-.,,...1 i^..SsM -^.,-jf,l5. -<.. . K ... . :L,::-、-V--.- V--iI^ '-•.-••.-：. ;-t«^lv -；!• I! ！ ‘ -.~•》.>-、V,.Ji"^ -. -.. ..- • -、. .' ---- -•- • - . — ••-- - . 
Figure 5- 5 Photo ofthe transmitter _tom layer - encoding) 
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r ^ ! f \ 
^ ^ • ^ M h :^k 
書 
Figure 5-6 The Printed Circuit Board layout ofreceiver. 
^ ‘ • ‘ ^~~^~~-. " •'…人‘.,：r' ‘： 
tt 100mm 
i t ^ ^ ^ ^ B S ^ S ” 
5 ^ 5 i r & ] S ^ E S 3 
Figure 5- 7 Photo ofthe receiver (top view) 
? ‘ p r t r : ? '；^' : /‘， : S ^ ( � ? ? 5 f ^ ^ ^ ^ 
• : ; : ‘ t ； :': ^ ¾ 書 奪 續 ： ‘ ： ， 遍 
| - : . . ^ - ^ # ^ w J 
� � ‘ / y ^ ^ ^ ^ L - - ‘： .| 
| ^ U 
^:--Mr-^^A^' : <<i;^ ii^ *^ ^^ 4fe^ >^ ^^ i^ ^&:>^ ;^  
Figure 5- 8 Photo ofthe receiver (bottom view) 
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5.2. The result before transmission 










0 , . 1 . . 1 1 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
Woight{g) 
Figure 5- 9 Vout Vs Loading (without amplifier). 




0.88 ^ =4^ :^E^ ___J^ ]^ "^--=^  
^ ^ ^ x 
0.86 N;-~~V 
: ^ 
•g 0.82 ^ 
妥� . 8 \ 
0.78 ^ 
�.76 ^ ^ 
0.74 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 1 ‘ ‘ ~ — 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
Weight 
Figure 5-10 Vout Vs loading (with amplifier). 
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Freq. out (with V to F converter) Vs Applied Load for the pressure sensor die 
9.5 n 
"•"increasing 
_ " • “ decreasing 
r:^^^"^^=": 
} 8 ^ ^ ^ — 
7. 5 
7 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
Weight (g) 
Figure 5-11 Frequency Vs loading G^ith AD654). 
The linear region for the sensor before transmission 
9] 
• • Increasing 
、 • Decreasing 
o o ^ “ “ _ Linear (Decreasing) 
o . o ^ > 
x^^^ Linear (Increasing) 
X I 




§ 8.2 ^ 
至 ‘ ^ 
^*v Increasing 
^ ^ y = -0.0031x + 9.703 
7.8 - — ~ ~ _ _ - - _ J S s ^ ^ ― — — — ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ^ 
\ 
Decreasing 、^v 
y = -0.0033x + 9.833 > V 
7. 6 ^ 
\ 
7.4 H ‘ “ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
Weight (g) 
Figure 5-12 Frequency vs loading (Least square approximation). 
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5.2.i. Analysis and Discussion for the experimental result (before transmission) 
From the above result, we find that the voltage output of the sensor 
fall in the range of 4.2 to 5.5 mV. Before adding the amplifier, we find that 
it is difficult to get a precise reading due to the limitation of the measuring 
devices and the noise effect. 
According to the plots, we notice that the sensor performance can be 
divided into two regions. The first region ranges from Og to about 300g 
where the other ranges from 300g to 700g. The former is resulted from non-
perfect contact between the sensor and the structure. Since a gap exists 
between the sensor and the structure, we must apply the pre-load to the 
sensor to make a good contact between the sensor and the structure so that 
the stress can be transmitted effectively. 
The secondary region shows a linear relation between the applied 
load and the output voltage. It is suitable for us to treat it as a sensor to 
measure the applied load. From the plot, it is noted that if we increase the 
weight. The sensitivity for the sensor with increasing load is -
0.0031kHz/g. 
During the experiment, we also observe that the readings may vary 
about the mean, especially when heavy weight is used. This effect can be 
reduced if we increase the time interval for taking the reading and keep the 
setup away from the environmental distortion, such as wind. The main 
reason for the above effect is due to the simple harmonic motion of the 
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hanged weight. The swinging or twisting hanged weight needs some time 
to come to rest. 
The value of the received frequency out by the counter and the 
frequency out from the voltage to frequency converter seem to be different 
since the two value are taken in different period after a long time and 
different power supply. That was because the voltage output AV of 
八尺 
Wheatstone bridge circuit is voltage dependence, i.e. AV = -~~V^, whereas 
R 
our circuit does not include the voltage regulator to ensure the Vb to be 
constant. Therefore, it is suggested that we should add a voltage regulator 
such as 2931A or LP2951 to the transmitting circuit for the next circuit 
board. 
Besides, a hysteresis property is exhibited on the sensor, i.e., the 
values of the sensor will not be the same for the increasing and the 
decreasing graph even if the same weight is applied. The maximum offset 
for the sensor is about 300g, which constitutes about 8% of the full-scale 
range for the linear region of the sensor with value ranging from 300g to 
700g. 
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5.3. The result after transmission 
Expermental result for clamped structure 
11500 1 





g 10500 1 
u-
1^  • Increasing 
"§ • Decreasing 
•S 
运 • 








9000 H 1 1 1 ‘ ‘ — ‘ ‘ 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
Weight (g) 
Figure 5-13 Received frequency vs loading after transmission. 
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F i n a l r e s u l t o f t h e t r a n s m i t t e d s e n s o r s i g n a l 
1 1 5 0 0 1 ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  
"••" Increasing (Mode) 
" * "Decreas ing (Mode) 
" ^ I n c r e a s e (Mean) 
|~^—Decreasinq (Mean) | 
11000 ^^ -^*>^<>^ ;^^ :;::;:;^ ;^|^ ^^ |^^ ^^ ^^ :r-->^^ " ^ ^ 
. ^ ^ ¾ ^ 
I 10500 % ^ \ 
f X 
I 10000 —— — ^^\^ ““ 
\ 
細 x ^ 
9 0 0 0 — ‘ ‘ _ ‘ “ “ ‘ ‘ ： 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
W e i g h t (g ) 
Figure 5-14 Plot ofreceived frequency vs loading after transmission 
(Modified version) 
R e c e i v e d F r e q . O u t b y t h e c o u n t e r V s A p p l i e d L o a d f o r t h e p r e s s u r e d i e 
F r o m 3 5 0 g t o 7 5 0 g 
10800 "I • Increasing 
• • Decreasing 
10600 ^ Linear (Increasing) 
、 “ “ - L i n e a r (Decreasing) 
• � � I 
10400 ^ “ ^ ^ “ 
^ ^ 
10200 ^^>w �� 
互 ^^ V^^ ^ 
^ 10000 ^ V ^ � “ 
i i ^ ^ ^ ^ 、 Decreasing 
^ » N ^ ^ y = -3.925x + 11889 
I 9 8 0 0 - " • ^ ^ ^ ^ -
S ^ < ^ 
9600 ^ < s ^ * ~ " “ 
Increasing ^ < , ^ 
y = -3.4485x + 11591 ^ ^ V . ^ 
9400 1 ^ S s ^ 
> ^ 
9200 — ' ' > N ^ 
^ ^ ‘ _ _ 
9000 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 
Weight (g) 
Figure 5- 15 Received frequency vs loadim (Least square approximation) 
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5,3,1, Analysis and Discussion for the experimental result (after transmission) 
The result is similar to the result before transmission. The result 
shown that there are two regions for the sensor and the transmitting 
system. The first region is a non-linear region, it is because the gap existing 
between the sensor and the structure. The secondary region shows a linear 
relation between the applied load and the output voltage. From the plot, it 
is noted that if we increase the weight, the sensitivity for the sensor is -
3.44785Hz/g, while the sensitivity for the sensor is -3.9250Hz/g if we 
decrease the weight. 
Additionally, the hysteresis property is also exhibited. The 
maximum offset for the sensor is about 200Hz when the load is about 350g, 
which constitutes about 12% of the full-scale range for the linear region of 




At present, there are several conventional methods to detect the axial 
force. In this project, a new method is implemented by applying the force 
longitudinally to the pressure sensors. It is found that the embedded 
pressure sensor on a clamped structure shows a linear relationship with the 
applied load. The linear range of the system spans from 350g to 750g. We 
have developed a stress measurement system which contains a MEMS 
sensor and a RF wireless transmission circuit that can be embedded into the 
structure. The wireless transmission circuit consists a digital transmitter 
and an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC). It makes use of a voltage to 
frequency converter as the ADC to encode the MEMS sensor signal. Thus, 
the receiver can sample the signals and estimate the MEMS sensor signal by 
estimating the transmitted frequency value at certain time intervals. 
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